The frequency of p53 overexpression and K-ras codon 12 mutation was investigated in a series of colorectal adenomas. p53 was detected by immunohistochemistry in only 5% oftumours, whereas K-ras mutation was found in eight of 30 adenomas examined. In vitro, mutant p53 and ras genes cooperate to transform primary rat cells into a tumourigenic cell line. The presence of both p53 overexpression and K-ras mutation in a benign tubulovillous polyp in the present series suggests that in vivo this combination of events is insufficient to cause malignant transformation of a large bowel adenoma.
A range of genetic alterations have recently been described in colorectal cancer and its benign precursor, the large bowel adenoma. Some of these changes seem to occur at an early stage of the neoplastic process. Hypomethylation of DNA, chromosome 5q deletion, and mutations in the newly identified MCC and APC genes have been identified in both adenomas and carcinomas suggesting that these are early events in the adenoma-carcinoma sequence.A1 Conversely, deletions affecting the DCC locus on chromosome 18q and deletions in the region of the p53 gene on 17p are found preferentially in carcinomas and therefore seem to be involved in the later stages of large bowel tumourigenesis.2 p53 gene mutation or deletion seems to be an important and common event not only in colorectal carcinogenesis but also in many other human tumours. Raised levels of p53 have been described in 44% of 67% of large bowel cancers,519 36% of breast carcinomas,'0 and 70% of lung tumours," as well as in malignant gliomas, bladder carcinoma, oesophageal carcinoma, ovarian carcinoma, and mesothelioma. In a previous study we A particularly interesting finding was that of a benign tubulovillous polyp that contained both a mutant K-ras and a p53 allele. In vitro ras and p53 mutants cooperate to transform primary rat cells into cells capable of lethal tumourigenesis. This does not seem to be the case in vivo, at least not in the colorectum. Our findings suggest that this combination is insufficient on its own to cause an adenoma to become malignant. Supporting evidence for the non-cooperation of p53 and K-ras in colorectal tumourigenesis comes from our own finding and that of others that the frequency with which p53 and K-ras mutants are found together in large bowel cancers is only that to be expected by chance.3 132 If this combination of mutations were of biological significance preferential selection ofcells with the double mutant phenotype might be expected, leading to clonal expansion of the mutant population. Another piece of evidence that p53 and K-ras do not cooperate in large bowel epithelium is the finding of ras mutation accompanied by p53 overexpression in an adenoma cell line, isolated by Dr C Paraskevas (personal communication). It may be that deletion of the remaining wild type p53 allele is also required before mutant p53 and K-ras exert their cooperative effect.
In conclusion, we have shown that p53 mutation, as indicated by overexpression of the protein and immunoreactivity with Pab 240, is an uncommon event in adenomas compared with colorectal carcinomas. K-ras codon 12 mutation, however, is much more common and seems to be related to size and degree ofdysplasia. Unlike the situation in vitro, in vivo the combination of K-ras and p53 mutation seems to be insufficient to cause malignant change in a large bowel tumour. The critical event which determines malignancy in the adenoma-carcinoma sequence therefore remains unclear. Further definition of the in vivo interaction between p53 mutation, p53 deletion and K-ras mutation is urgently required. 
